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Evidence
Social Media Activity Tracking
The badge will appear for records that have a DOI (an identier unique to a specic article). 
• The number and nature of discussions made to a given article, as captured through tweets, 
 Facebook and blog posts, reviews and news stories.
• The number of people who are reading a given article, as reflected in the number of bookmarks 
 to the article on citation managers such as Mendeley.
• A geographical and demographical breakdown of this social media engagement.
An Altmetric badge has been added in Research Online; it captures the social media activity 
surrounding a given work, including:
Altmetrics
Research Online gives you tools to measure your readership and generate reports on your downloads.
Author Dashboard
Provides the keyword 
phrases that successively 
led searchers to your works 
in Research Online; 
This includes the number 
of downloads that resulted 
from each of these keyword 
searches.
A graphical representation 
of the number of downloads 
to all of your works in 
Research Online over a 
specified time period.
Evidence relating to the 
level of engagement of 
institutions with your 
works. More specifically, 
the number of downloads 
to your articles attributable 
to particular institutions.
The number of downloads 
to your works that have 
resulted from referrals to 
your works from particular 
web pages.
Search Queries Downloads Institutions Referrers 
Publicity
Personal Researcher Profiles in Research Online are permanent and portable. 
They help you to grow your web presence, share your work with colleagues, 
and link your research  to your profile.
Research funders will be able to access your publications and track records via 
the institutional repository.
Research Online and Personal Researcher Profiles are search engine optimised, 
giving your name and content higher ranking in Google search results.
 
Personal Researcher Profiles































































visitors in the 
past 3 years
Research Online is an open access repository, so that copies of your work can reach a worldwide audience. 
Research Online lets you share your work with colleagues, no matter where they are. 




























Top 10 social media sites that 
sent traffic to Research Online 
in the past 3 years
Having your work in Research Online means it will be easily discovered via search engines, on social media and on the internet generally.
Once your research is found it will generate interest and facilitate research collaboration.
Visibility




1,273,243Number of downloads for Research Online 
has increased by 10061% in 3 years
Having your work in the institutional repository raises the profile of  your research and helps to grow your web presence. 















breakdown of all 
full text items in 
Research Online
ECU’s world class research is showcased in the 
institutional repository, Research Online. 
Research Online can help you expand the reach 
of your work and raise your research profile.
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